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Introduction. 
Before I moved overseas, I delved into hours upon hours of 
research so that I would be adequately prepared for what I was 
getting myself into. I brought home books from the library, 
pored over online information and kept copious notes.  

I created a notebook with all of my findings and considered it 
my arsenal. When I boarded that plane for India, I felt more 
than ready. I hit the ground running and never really looked 
back. My preparation and research did wonders for my ability to 
properly settle in to my new life. While I did experience 
culture shock in India, I was able to better understand the 
background and reasoning behind all of my feelings and 
frustrations. 

What I was painfully unaware of, however, was how intensely my 
life would be altered, to what degree I would change and how 
difficult it would be to return HOME. 

Up until now, there has been little airspace dedicated to the 
process, to what happens to an individual when they move from 
place to place. As you move, you adopt little bits of each 
location and add it to the complex person you already were when 
you first arrived.  

Before now, more focus has been given (as I did) to the 
departure and the initial arrival. Very little attention has 
been given to what takes place upon re-entry. 

Learning about the concept of The Triangle really enabled me to 
stop hiding the overseas part of my life from people who don’t 
know what it’s like to repatriate. Up until now, it has been a 
piece of my life that I tend to keep to myself unless I am 
confident the person I'm sharing it with will understand. 

The following is my adaptation of an illustration from the De-
Brief and Renewal Retreat by MTI (Missionary Training 
International), created for missionaries living overseas. To 
read another version of the adaptation, read my mother’s piece 
here, where she touches on the deeper side of the issue. 

Repatriation*is*a*secret*that*shouldn’t*be.*
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Definition of Home. 

 
 
I won’t pretend to know what your definition of home is. For 
me personally, it is the very cliché saying “Home is where the 
heart is.” For as long as my kids can remember, I have 
referred to home as the place where we are currently laying 
our heads at night. Whether a hotel, temporary housing, the 
grandparents’ house or an overseas assignment rental home, 
that place where my family is, is home.  
 
Home also represents a feeling of protection and comfort. It 
is where everything feels complete and safe. I know where my 
cookbooks are and I have memorized the number of steps from 
one floor to the next. 

Definition of Repatriation. 
Repatriation is defined by the dictionary as the process of 
returning a person to their place of origin or citizenship. 
This includes the process of returning refugees or military 
personnel to their place of origin following a war, drought or 
political unrest, etc.  
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Circle Country {the homeland} 
Imagine a place called Circle Country. This place is where you 
are from. It is where normal exists and your traditions and 
everyday routine flourishes. Everyone living inside its borders 
are Circle Citizens. The Circle Country has very specific 
culture, holidays, celebrations and food preferences. Also 
inside of Circle Country, a dominant language exists, and unique 
to it are certain types of arts (music, literary, etc.) as well 
as specific education and political opportunities. 

 

Square Society {the destination} 
Far away, in another place, you will find Square Society.  The 
Square Settlers live here inside of the borders. Here you will 
discover culture, holidays, celebrations, food preferences (and 
on and on), just as you found in the Circle Country, but each 
and every one is completely different. 
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One day, a Circle Citizen got on a plane and flew to Square 
Society.  That Circle landed squarely (pun intended) in the 
middle of the Square Settlers and their Square Culture. 

Circle Citizen now lives in the midst of Square Settlers, and 
while he or she may adapt to a degree, they will never become 
truly Square.  At the same time, this Circle Citizen will also 
start to slowly lose a bit of his/her Circle culture. It won’t 
happen quickly and it may not be noticeable, but slowly things 
like an accent, a preference for previous wardrobe choices and 
dining selections will possibly fade away. 

The normal Circle things start to blend together with the new 
Square culture. The major holidays in Circle Country might 
dissipate a bit to allow for the celebration of Square 
festivals. Favorite comfort foods that remind her of Circle 
Country give way to the acceptance of new Square foods.  The 
Circle culture never quite gives way to the new Square norms and 
at the same time doesn't go away completely either. 
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Transformation to a Triangle 
{post-expatriation} 
He or she slowly - and seemingly unconsciously - evolves into 
something completely different. The transformation to a Triangle 
Tenant begins. Being a Triangle means you have some of your 
original Circle culture mixed with some of your newly adopted 
Square culture. 

 

You are no longer 100% Circle, but you'll never be 100% 
Square. You are left - almost hanging - somewhere in the 
middle. 
 
 
This place of hanging in the middle isn’t completely bad, and 
you actually may not even recognize the changing of your shape. 
Whether you enjoy your time in this new culture is largely 
connected to the relationships you have made, opportunities 
afforded to you and the climate (literal and ease of living 
alike) that you find yourself in.  
 
Finding and achieving a balance of “in the middle” serves you 
well as you live in Square Society as a Triangle because you are 
able to flourish and make your way in this new place and 
actually, start to enjoy it and the person you’ve become. 
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The return {repatriation} 
Now, imagine that after some time, this Triangle Tenant hops on 
yet another plane and returns to Circle Country.  This may be 
for a summer holiday back home, or to repatriate temporarily or 
permanently for longer than six months. 

 

 

Repatriation means to return to the place of origin. This may 
mean the country you were born in, the country you last lived or 
simply the country that is stamped on the cover of your 
passport. 

In my definition, repatriation 
means returning to a place that 
used to be familiar to you. 
Returning home doesn’t not mean that this Triangle reverts to 
the original just because they have repatriated. This Triangle 
remains forever a Triangle. 
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I will always be a Triangle. 
As I find myself back in Circle Country, the good ole' US of A, 
I have found I am mostly surrounded by Circles. These are people 
who have chosen not to venture too far out of their 
Circle boundaries. It is wise to consider reaching out and 
stretching a bit to look for other Triangles, or even better 
yet, look for the folks that are Circles from their own country, 
maybe struggling to fit into their new Square. 

Adopting the concept of identifying as a Triangle felt like a 
validation of sorts. Someone saying to me "it's totally ok that 
you've turned into a Triangle AND you'll be better for it." 

 

I still don't quite know where I fit in. I wonder, will I ever? 
Maybe part of the journey is realizing that success isn’t 
measured when you reach the level of “fitting in.” The pointy 
parts of me have seen some of our amazing world. Those pointy 
parts have experienced things I wouldn’t trade for anything. 
Those pointy parts don't blend in so well with the smooth edges 
of the circles though. My time amongst squares leaves me with 
memories that will stay forever, yet there are pieces of that 
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culture that I am thankful to not have as part of my original 
circle status. 

Interestingly enough, if you think about it, there is a fourth 
shape that enters this discussion. If a child (in their 
developmental years such as our two youngest were) follows his 
or her parents from Circle Country to Square Society, he or she 
will become - not a Triangle Tenant, like the adult parent - a 
Star. They will be a Star with multiple points of reference when 
considering where they are from, what they believe in, which 
foods they like, and how they see the world. 

They will always be Stars. 

 

I'm happy to be a Triangle and all shapes are welcome at the 
playground, but it's nice to have some solid ways to view the 
process of culture adaptation and what it does to a human being. 

Please join our Facebook Group to connect with other like-minded 
individuals and to learn more about the concept of living life 
as a Triangle. I am always available for questions, feedback or 
general support on the topic:  naomi.hattaway@gmail.com 


